
  
 

 

JOB DESCRIPTION – RECEPTIONIST 

 
PURPOSE OF THE JOB: 
 
To act as a first point of contact within the office including greeting visitors, answering calls and enquiries, 
maintaining a good working environment and to undertake designated tasks relating to the support and 
administration of the company at the direction of and under the supervision of the supervisors. 
 
QUALIFICATIONS:    
 
No specific qualifications required but any relevant general and technical qualifications would be 
advantageous. 
 
EXPERIENCE AND KNOWLEDGE: 
 
Experience of working in a customer service or client facing role.  Sound experience of computerised systems 
and processes including the company’s case management system and database maintenance. 
  
Knowledge of the company’s objectives and policies; their application to the job; the company’s emphasis 
on client care and working knowledge of other administrative and personnel practices and procedures 
(including record keeping and training) within the company as set out in the company’s procedure manual.  
 
Knowledge of the company’s offices, and the personnel of the company and its management structure.  
 
Knowledge of the company’s suppliers. 
 
Knowledge of operation of office equipment and knowledge of operation of postal systems including DX 
systems. 
 
SKILLS AND PERSONAL QUALITIES: 
 
Positive attitude, caring approach and willingness to assist clients and colleagues. 
 
Excellent communication skills and self-confidence in dealing with clients, visitors and staff. 
 
Attention to detail and ability to produce high quality work in an accurate and presentable manner. 
 
Ability to prioritise tasks and to work in an organised and logical manner. 
 
Fast and accurate computer usage skills; high standard of literacy and numeracy.   

 
Ability to act on own initiative with minimal supervision. 
 
Good team player with ability to relate to and to have excellent working relationships with other members 
of department and with other members of staff generally. 

 
Ability to act as ambassador for the company demonstrating the brand values. 
 
Ability and willingness to use IT systems to develop personal effectiveness and increased efficiency. 
 
Willingness to embrace change and continuous learning. 
 



  
 

 

Good organisational skills to support the team with existing systems of working and further development of 
systems. 
 
Commitment to the provision of a quality service and to a high standard of client care.  
 
PRINCIPAL TASKS: 
 
In accordance with the company’s documented procedures and the directions of the Directors, and the Head 
of Department and under their supervision and control: 
 
1. To attend to clients and other callers/visitors both on the telephone and in person.  To assist them where 

possible and to take and record accurately any messages and pass the same on to the appropriate person 
without unnecessary delay. 
 

2. To maintain an efficient and productive working environment including correct and efficient handling of 
post (Royal Mail and DX); archiving closed files; liaising with contractors to arrange and monitor repairs; 
ordering stationery. 
 

3. To maintain a professional and welcoming environment for visitors including monitoring room bookings; 
keeping the office tidy; maintaining confidentiality and security of the company and client documentation. 
 

4. To provide cover and additional support to fee earners where required including the preparation of 
documents. 

 
5. To remove night service on the telephone and deal with any messages. 

 
6. To open shutters and release the front door lock. 
 
7. To ensure the reception area is kept tidy, flowers have fresh water and clean glasses available. 

 
8. To check the diary for any meetings taking place (this should be done in advance where possible). 

 
9. To keep all meeting rooms tidy, and when larger meetings / training is taking place ensure jugs of water, 

glasses, tea and coffees are available, if required order a lunch in advance and ensure all plates, cutlery and 
glasses are cleared and washed up after. 

 
10. To prioritise the delivery of all post to relevant fee earners as quickly as possible (phones should be diverted, 

and the front door locked during this time). All post should be opened, and date stamped.  
 

11. To ensure the appropriate storage and removal of any deeds, liaising with the IT team when doing so. 
 

12. To process any client questionnaires. 
 

13. To organise and process a monthly stationery order, which when delivered should be checked and cleared. 
 

14. To process any card and / or cash payments and delivered to accounts. 
 

15. To liaise with all maintenance contractors including photocopier providers, confidential waste and general 
maintenance. 

 
16. To ensure all lights are turned off, shutters are closed, and the door is locked at the end of the day. 

 
17. To undertake any other duties which may be allocated from time to time. 


